Committee on Natural Resources and Environment

Will meet at: 9:30 am       Date: May 1, 2008

Location: Committee Room 4

Remarks:

HCR 98    LAFONTA (TBA)    ENVIRONMENT/RADIATION    Urges and requests the Dept. of Environmental Quality to review EnergySolutions’ application to import nuclear waste and to stop such activity in the absence of compliance of applicable rules and regulations *(Subject to Rule Suspension)*

HB 382    HUTTER    ENVIRONMENT/HAZ MATERIAL    Relative to certain fees in the Hazardous Materials Information, Development, Preparedness, and Response Act

HB 528    LAMBERT    ENVIRONMENT    Provides relative to notification of certain releases

HB 539    LAMBERT    ENVIRONMENT    Provides relative to the ozone nonattainment penalty fee

HB 567    PERRY    WATER/SEWER OPERATORS    Relative to operators of water systems

HB 788    DOWNS    TRANSPORTATION DEPT    Transfers the adopt-a-road program from DEQ to DOTD

HB 1196    LAFONTA    ENVIRONMENT/RADIATION    Prohibits the transportation of foreign-generated radioactive waste

SB 197    HEBERT    HAZARDOUS WASTE    Provides that the time limitation for instituting prosecution for criminal violations of the Hazardous Waste Control Law begins to run from discovery of the violation. *(8/15/08)*

SB 321    HEBERT    ENVIRONMENT QUALITY DEPT    Authorizes DEQ to accept credit cards for payment of obligations owed to the state through use of a third-party processor to collect a convenience fee to adequately cover transaction fees. *(gov sig)*

SB 326    HEBERT    ENVIRONMENT QUALITY DEPT    Provides DEQ with authority to license sewage haulers. *(7/1/09)*